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Description
The strong, robust radiance of the kitchen in oak elegant graphit grey is softened by the elegant lacquer in cobalt green.
A shining contrast and also very practical: the recess panel shelf next125 Frame which stores spices, knifes and 
everything a professional chef needs in a tidy manner. The kitchen is rounded off by a high-quality equipment with 
Teppanyaki or table extractor which transforms the space into a wokshop for demanding culinary pleasure.

next125 Trolley
Timelessly elegant design combined with multifunctionality and mobility: the next125 trolley. Available as a kitchen, 
serving or bar trolley, it can be adapted to a great variety of situations and needs and offers an aesthetic and intelligent 
answer to a modern lifestyle.

next125 Frame
Form follows function – the constructive next125 Frame combines flexible organisation, perfect ergonomics and 
athmospherical lighting into a unique kitchen experience. Six organisational elements can be combined and therefore 
allow customised individualisation.

Material description

NX 640 Wood front oak elegant, available in 6 wood decors
Genuine wood fronts in oak elegant and natural walnut with their discreet grain pattern spread a warm, contemporary 
aesthetics. With their neutral shades, the six different decors are ideal combination partners, for example for matt 
lacquers in bright colours. Because wood is a natural product, each front is unique in terms of grain pattern thus 
spreading a singular charm.

NX 510 Matt velvet lacquer front, available in 13 colours
The surfaces created by matt velvet lacquer are convincing from a visual and a haptic point of view and produced by
a water based lacquer system with UV drying. This makes it possible to meet ecological demands and to assure high
resistance. The lacquer is applied to a high-quality chip board with a special melamine coating and a thick edging on
all four sides.

Prices
On demand
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Materials | Fronts NX 640 in F646 oak elegant graphite 
grey and NX510 in L142M cobalt green matt velvet AFP

Planning features | next125 Frame with illumination 
and different verschiedenen organisational parts, trolley, 
equipment with TIP-ON, sink base unit with two part waste 
sorting
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